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Preview of selected 
polished designs.

The product: 

Furniture Rehome is an app that matching surplus 

furniture with people who needs furniture. Furniture 

Rehome targets at college students and adults who are 

in tight budget needing furniture. The app targets at 

local adults who wishes to give back to the community 

through sharing their surplus furniture.

Project overview

Project duration:

Aug 2021 to Aug 2021



The problem: 

Expenditure on furniture can be costly and not 

environmental friendly when it’s disposed. The 

strategy is to matching those with surplus 

furniture with people who need the furniture.

Project overview

The goal: 

Designing a simple app that will reduce 

furniture waste and help people finding the 

furniture they need. 



My role: 

UX designer for the app and responsive 

website design from conception to delivery

Project overview

Responsibilities: 

Conducting interviews, paper and digital 

wireframing, low and high-fidelity prototyping, 

conducting usability studies, accounting for 

accessibility, and iterating on designs, 

determining information architecture, and 

responsive design. 



Understanding
the user

● User research

● Personas

● Problem statements

● Competitive audit

● Ideation



User research: summary

I conducted interviews and created empathy maps to understand the users I’m designing for and 
their needs. Primary user groups identified through research for donors was busy working adults 
who need a simple app posting their furniture and to share the information with the community, 

while the receivers will be college students or local low-income families who need instant 
notification on furniture availability.

The user groups confirmed initial assumptions about donors and receivers but research also 
revealed that donors are concerned about wasting furniture that is still usable and willing to help 

others in needs but they didn't actively try to identify those who are in needs. 



Jerry
Age: 

Education: 
Hometown: 

Family: 
Occupation:

35-45
Undergraduate school
North Carolina
Married
Auditor

“We need to get rid of some furniture but I do 
not wish to just throw the good furniture away” 

Goals 
● Making sure that those 

who are in need knows 
that he have surplus 
furniture to giveaway

● Easy way to get rid of 
furniture while able to 
help people in need

Frustrations 
● “I can just leave the 

furniture on the front 
porch or by the 
roadside but I’m 
uncertain if people in 
need knows that they 
can get surplus 
furniture from me”

Jerry is a busy auditor working in the big four audit firm. Jerry recently just got 
his second children and his family purchased new furniture for their house. 
Jerry has functional surplus furniture and he doesn’t want to throw away the 
furniture. He hopes that the furniture can be given to the new owner who 
needs them. Jerry is looking to get the furniture to those in need but is too busy 
to monitor the furniture status all the time.

Jerry works mostly from his office with desktop and uses his phone frequently 
while he’s not in the office.

CC0 images from https://stocksnap.io/

Persona 1



Jessy
Age: 

Education: 
Hometown: 

Family: 
Occupation:

18-24
Undergraduate school
Vietnam
Single
Student

“I only need furniture in my apartment for two 
semester while pursuing my degree” 

Goals 
● Furnishing apartment 

without spending too 
much

● Save money to pay the 
monthly bill

Frustrations 
● “Quality of furniture 

doesn’t matter too 
much for me as I’m just 
going to stay here for a 
year but I’m going to 
need minimal furniture 
in my apartment”

Jessy is an international exchange student who got a scholarship to pursue her 
degree in the States. Jessy is from low-income family and she can barely cover 
her monthly expenses in the States. Jessy is unable to afford new furniture and 
wishes to furnish her apartment while pursuing her degree in college.

Jessy is new to the area and doesn’t know how or where she can get affordable 
furniture.

CC0 images from https://stocksnap.io/

Persona 2



insight

user need

user characteristics

because

is a/an
user name

who needs

.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

she is unable to pay for new furniture but need to furnish her apartment

affordable furniture for the new rental apartment while pursuing her degree

Jessy international undergrad student from a low income family



User research: pain points

Convenience

Working adults are too 
busy to figure out how to 
use new app or posting 
furniture to giveaway

Only those with cars can 
drive around the town’s 

dumpster looking for 
surplus furniture

Hygiene

Often time the furniture 
is left inside or near the 
dumpster as a sign that 
they are free for people 

to pick up. 

Timely notification

WIthout notification 
system, people have to 
keep checking the page 

for new addition

Matching system

People who are in need 
lack of system finding 

available furniture near 
them

1 2 3 4



Competitive audit

An audit of a few 

competitor’s products 

provided direction on gaps 

and opportunities to 

address with the Furniture 

Rehome app. 

Image of 
spreadsheet

Click to view the full competitive audit

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13YIJ4iLFqye4Iu-uMPA1AaiLjEGtIEy4G6N8m_ulGSY/edit#gid=2084259622


Image of 
ideation 
exercise

Ideation

Ideation focuses on simple 

feature and notification 

system



● Digital wireframes

● Low-fidelity prototype

● Usability studies

Starting
the design

 



Digital wireframes Digital wireframes 

Insert first wireframe 
example that 

demonstrates design 
thinking aligned with 

user research 

Design focus on simple and 

personalized experiences 

helping users to get what 

they want quicker.

Straight 
forward 
function to 
cater app 
users’ (the 
donors and 
receiver) needs

Quick access to 
last viewed 
items

Click to view the full low fidelity prototype 

https://www.figma.com/proto/veCEyHJcxhB1ICEUekeWRG/Social-Good?node-id=52%3A194&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=2%3A2&show-proto-sidebar=1


Low-fidelity prototype

The low-fidelity prototype is 

created for usability testing. It 

connects the user flow for 

rehoming furniture, searching for 

furniture, and the user profile 

page.

Screenshot of 
prototype with 
connections or 
prototype GIF

Click to view the full low fidelity prototype 

https://www.figma.com/proto/veCEyHJcxhB1ICEUekeWRG/Social-Good?node-id=52%3A194&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=2%3A2&show-proto-sidebar=1


Usability study: parameters

Study type:

Unmoderated usability study

Location:

Global, remote

Participants:

5 participants 

Length:

15-30 minutes



Usability study: findings

Major findings from three usability tests

Users having problem exit 
the overlay layer

Findings Findings Findings

Users unable to tell if 
items are located near 
them

1 2 3

1

2 Users unable to tell which 
mode they are in

1 Users lost direction with 
category and item label, 
prefer a page to view all 
items or narrow down 
furniture category

1

2 Users were confused with 
the rehoming flow



● Mockups

● High-fidelity prototype

● Accessibility

Refining
the design



Mockups

Added geolocation icon to 

locate user’s location and 

also to show user’s 

searching location on the 

top of the app.
Mockup 2 

before 
Mockup 2 

after

Before usability study After usability study 2



Mockups

Added instruction “Select a 

Category” to first choose 

category to continue with 

posting items for clearer 

indication of what donors 

need to do.

Mockup 2 
before 

Mockup 2 
after

Before usability study After usability study 2



Mockups

Original design show users 

items by first selecting 

Categories to see items in 

the selected category. 

Second design enable users 

to select different 

categories from same 

screen while not taking 

away “show all items” 

option.

Mockup 1 
before 

Mockup 1 
after

Before usability study After usability study 3



Mockups

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display



High-fidelity
prototype

The high-fidelity prototype 

followed the same user flow 

as the low-fidelity 

prototype, including design 

changes made after the 

usability study.

View the high-fidelity 

prototype

Screenshot of 
prototype with 
connections or 
prototype GIF

https://www.figma.com/proto/veCEyHJcxhB1ICEUekeWRG/Social-Good?node-id=220%3A6944&scaling=scale-down&page-id=220%3A6943&starting-point-node-id=220%3A6944&show-proto-sidebar=1
https://www.figma.com/proto/veCEyHJcxhB1ICEUekeWRG/Social-Good?node-id=220%3A6944&scaling=scale-down&page-id=220%3A6943&starting-point-node-id=220%3A6944&show-proto-sidebar=1


Accessibility considerations

Target/button size is at 
least 44x44 pixel to 

ensure users can easily 
activate it.

Alt-text included for 
images with context. For 

decorative images, alt-text 
is not included so screen 
reader users do not get 

confused.

Sufficient color contrast 
for text, visual 

presentation, and 
buttons. 

1 2 3

WCAG 2.1 Success Criterion 1.4.1 for Use 
of Color (A)
WCAG 2.1 Success Criterion 1.4.3 for 
Contrast (AA)
WCAG 2.1 Success Criterion 1.4.11 for 
Non-text Contrast (AA)

WCAG 2.1 Success Criterion 2.5.5 for 
Target Size (AAA)

WCAG 2.1 Success Criterion 1.1.1 for 
Non-text Content (A)



● Information architecture

● Responsive designResponsive Design



Sitemap

As I was developing the 

design, I worked with the 

sitemap blueprint in my 

mind as a good information 

architecture practice. 

The design focuses on our 

users and major functional 

requirements needed.

Image of 
sitemap/IA



Responsive designs

The designs for screen size 

variation included mobile, 

tablet, and desktop. I 

optimized the designs to fit 

specific user needs of each 

device and screen size.

Images of each 
screen size 
variation

Desktop 
Mobile website

Tablet



● Takeaways

● Next stepsGoing forward



Takeaways

Impact: 

The app helps to match those with surplus 

furniture to those who are in need with a 

user-focused design. 

Positive quote from a study participant:

“The notification system is useful so I don’t 

have to keep remembering to check the app or 

website all the time!”

What I learned:

Iterative design and changes for the app are 

necessary for producing best designed 

product. Each user study undoubtedly helped 

to identify missed opportunities.



Next steps

Using another prototype 
building app that has 

better built-in function so 
designers are encourage 

to make changes.

Conducting usability 
studies to see if pain 

points has been address 
and to discover new pain 
points/opportunities for 

improvement.

Running accessibility 
testing while designing 
prototype to sure it’s 

accessible.

1 2 3



Let’s connect!

Insert a few sentences summarizing the next steps you would take with this 

project and why. Feel free to organize next steps in a bullet point list. 

Thank you for your time in reviewing my work. If you’d like to see more or get in touch, my 
information is provided below:

Website: ngwennie.wordpress.com

https://ngwennie.wordpress.com/

